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Abstract. Identifying and visually analyzing interesting interactions
between variables in large-scale data sets through k-coclustering is of
high importance. We present Khiops CoViz 1 , a tool for visual analysis
of interesting relationships between two or more variables (categorical
and/or numerical). The visualization of k variables coclustering takes the
form of a grid/matrix whose dimensions are partitioned: categorical variables are grouped into clusters and numerical variables are discretized.
The tool allows several kinds of visualization at various scales for grid
representation of coclustering results by means of several criteria each of
which providing different insights into the data. Hereafter, several screen
shots describe the main visual components of the tool.
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Fig. 1. Case study on a examplary sample of dblp data set. Three-dimensional data
(Author × Y ear × Event) is considered. A screen shot of Khiops CoViz: (from left
to right) hierarchies of parts for two dimensions (Author and Event), list of terminal
parts of hierarchies and composition of selected parts.
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Fig. 2. (Left): Grid/matrix visualization of contribution to mutual information for
Y ear × Event dimensions. Other criteria for visualization are available: e.g., contrast, frequency, conditional probability and joint probability. . . The tool allows navigating along the partition of a selected dimension (e.g., Author) while the others
(Y ear, Event) are fixed and dedicated to the visualization.
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Fig. 3. Choosing the wanted granularity for visualizing the grid is available through
the “Unfold Hierarchy” functionality. The user can control either the number of parts
of the dimensions or the grid quality (w.r.t. to the optimal grid) by optimal merging
or per-dimension customized non-optimal merging.

